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	Title: Science Fair Stress
	School: West Grand High School. Kremmling, Colorado
	Sponsor:  Emmylou Harmon 
	Abstract: My purpose was to measure the stress of the science fair and students' thoughts. I hypothesized that students don't like science fair and would want it to be optional. I thought most students would have an average stress level of seven out of 10 or higher. I also added some questions on whether or not students want to keep science fair in school or if schools should stop doing science fair altogether. 
 10 people were asked to fill out a survey about the stress the science fair caused them, whether or not they enjoy science fair, and more related questions. One of the questions was “How much stress does science fair cause you” and asked them to answer on a scale from one to ten. One was no stress and 10 was max stress. This was the main question of the survey, but there were other questions, including “Have you ever attended a regional or state science fair?’’ and “ Would you want to keep doing science fair if you got some type of reward?”
The data I collected support my hypothesis. Most Students did not like science fair and a large group wanted it gone or optional. This is further reinforced by the paragraph responses. Most of the answers were based around the argument of time and the stress caused by science fair.  There was an average stress level of 8.8 and most students wouldn't want to do science fair even if they were rewarded.
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